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ABSTRACT

The recent emergence of the National Digital Forecast Database as the flagship product of the National

Weather Service has resulted in an increased demand for forecast guidance products on fine-mesh grids.

Unfortunately, fine-grid forecasts with geographically regionalized statistical models are usually plagued

by nonmeteorological discontinuities at regional boundaries. This study treats the problem in a regionalized

Global Forecast System (GFS)-based model output statistics (MOS) application that produces 6-h prob-

abilistic quantitative precipitation forecasts (PQPFs) on a 4-km grid up to 192 h in advance. The technique

involves incorporating areal overlap in the geographical regionalization and weighting multiple PQPFs

in region-overlap zones. The degree of overlap ranges from about 20 km along meteorologically significant

regional boundaries to about 150 km at quasi-arbitrary boundaries. The forecast-weighting constants for

a grid point in an overlap zone vary in direct proportion to the distances to the closest associated regional

boundaries.

The application of the region-overlap and forecast-weighting techniques resulted in retention of sharp

PQPF gradients along meteorologically significant regional boundaries and prevention of artificial discon-

tinuities at quasi-arbitrary boundaries. The eradication of the discontinuities in the forecast patterns was

achieved without sacrificing forecast skill. While the regionalization was customized for producing high-

spatial-resolution 6-h PQPFs over the contiguous United States with a specialized gridded MOS application,

the region-overlap and forecast-weighting techniques may have general applicability. Also, the quality of the

6-h PQPFs was not strongly dependent on customization of the regionalization.

1. Introduction

Over the history of statistical prediction of sensible

weather elements, the forecasts, in most applications,

have been issued at irregularly spaced stations (Glahn

and Lowry 1972; Carter et al. 1989), as the predictands

have been furnished by conventional surface observa-

tions. On the other hand, since the 1970s severe local

storm reports and digitized weather radar observations

have been used for analogous grid-based applications

(Charba 1977, 1979; Reap and Foster 1979), whereby

the predictors and predictands (forecasts) are specified

at grid points instead of stations.1 Such grid applica-

tions were expanded in the 1980s and beyond with the

availability of remotely sensed lightning strike data (e.g.,

Reap 1991; Hughes 1999, 2004; Charba and Liang 2005)

and grid usage of cooperative observer station reports

(Charba 1987, 1998).

Grid-based statistical model applications have signifi-

cant advantages over station-based analogs. Specifically,

the grid approach 1) provides uniform spatial resolution

in the forecasts over the coverage domain, 2) allows for

the full spatial resolution in predictor–predictand data to

be included in the forecasts, and 3) supports production

of highly informative graphical displays of the forecasts,

each of which should enhance the quality and utility of

the forecast products. Note that the recent emergence of

the (gridded) National Digital Forecast Database (Glahn

and Ruth 2003) as the flagship product of the National

Weather Service (NWS 2007, p.7) has resulted in an

increased demand for forecast guidance on fine-mesh

grids. In fact, this added demand has resulted in the re-

cent implementation of grid rendering of station-oriented

model output statistics (MOS; Glahn and Lowry 1972)

forecasts on a fine-mesh grid via special objective analysis

techniques (Glahn et al. 2009).
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1 Note that statistical prediction equations could be developed

from one set of points and then applied to another set. Thus, the

equations could be developed from station data and then applied

(forecasts issued) on a grid.
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A widely used approach in statistical forecast applica-

tions at the Meteorological Development Laboratory in-

volves geographically regionalized prediction equations.

With this technique, a ‘‘regionalized operator’’ (RO;

Lowry and Glahn 1976) is used to develop and apply

a single statistical prediction equation to multiple points

(a ‘‘geographical region’’) within the overall model do-

main; a unique equation applies to each region. This

technique is generally used to generate statistically reli-

able samples for rare-event predictands, which may not

be possible with a ‘‘single station’’ approach (Carter et al.

1989). In the extreme case of RO, a single equation ap-

plies to the entire coverage domain, which is referred to

as a ‘‘national’’ model in this article. However, forecast

skill may be reduced since optimized predictors usually

exhibit geographical variations in response to corre-

sponding variations in physical processes associated with

the predictand. A good example of regional variations

in physical processes for precipitation occurrence is the

predominance of orographic mechanisms in steep moun-

tainous areas versus cyclonic mechanisms in plains areas.

Also, when the statistical model consists of a MOS ap-

plication (Glahn and Lowry 1972; Carter et al. 1989),

a regional approach should be superior if the driving

numerical weather prediction (NWP) model contains

geographical variations in systematic forecast error

(bias).

On the other hand, a significant ‘‘forecast mapping’’

problem may arise with grid-oriented, regionalized sta-

tistical models. Spatial discontinuities in the forecasts,

which do not have a meteorological basis, may appear

along the regional boundaries. Such artificial disconti-

nuities result in incoherent forecast map patterns, which

could severely hinder their guidance utility. This prob-

lem was not serious in the early gridded model appli-

cations, as the grids were relatively coarse (;80 km) and

discontinuities could be mitigated with conventional grid

smoothing. When the grid resolution is increased to, say,

20 km, such smoothing may no longer be an effective

treatment, and the severity of the problem increases

with even finer grids. It is important to note that such

regional inconsistency in statistical forecasts may arise

even with the common station-oriented approach. How-

ever, the problem may be poorly recognized or even

undetected because the station forecasts are not often

mapped.

In a concurrent article, Charba and Samplatsky (2011,

hereinafter CS) describe a regionalized MOS applica-

tion that produces 6-h probabilistic quantitative pre-

cipitation forecasts (PQPFs) on a fine-mesh grid. Very

briefly, the 6-h PQPFs are produced by geographically

stratified multiple linear regression equations, where the

predictand consists of multiple cumulative precipitation

categories in binary form. The precipitation categories

were specified from quality-controlled2 ‘‘stage IV’’ mo-

saics (information online at http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.

gov/mmb/ylin/pcpanl/stage4/) of regional ‘‘stage III’’ 6-h

precipitation analyses on a 4-km grid; the stage III pre-

cipitation grids (Fulton et al. 1998; Henkel and Peterson

1996) are produced at NWS River Forecast Centers. The

PQPF predictor variables were also specified on the 4-km

grid from large-scale forecast output from the National

Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global

Forecast System (GFS; Kanamitsu et al. 1991; Iredell

and Caplan 1997) together with multiple finescale precipi-

tation climatologies and topography (topoclimatology). In

the predictor development, specialized derived predictors

(called interactive predictors in CS) were used to ef-

fectively transfer fine spatial details in the topoclimatic

data into the large-scale GFS model output variables

(and ultimately into the PQPFs). The 6-h PQPFs are

valid for projections in the 12–84-h range from the 0000

and 1200 UTC cycles. (One of several subsequent up-

grades to the model described in CS has extended the

forecast projections to 192 h.) Several additional pre-

cipitation products described in CS are derived from

the PQPFs (CS).

Based on the lead author’s previous experience with

statistical forecast applications involving fine grids and

geographically regionalized regression equations, the

problem of artificial discontinuities in the forecasts along

the regional boundaries was anticipated. Indeed, the

problem arose with 6-h PQPF regression equations de-

veloped with conventional regionalization procedures.

This article is organized by first examining the nature of

the discontinuity problem (section 2), then treating it

by modifying the regionalization (section 3), and, finally,

applying the newly regionalized regression equations

(section 4). In section 5, PQPF performance with the

new regionalization is compared with both the conven-

tional regionalization and nonregionalized (‘‘national’’)

approaches. Section 6 contains a discussion of our find-

ings and several model sensitivity experiments with the

new method, and section 7 contains a summary and

comments.

2. Regional discontinuities: Posing the problem

a. Specification of discrete regions

The regions used for geographically stratifying the

initial PQPF regression equations were formed by par-

titioning the conterminous United States (CONUS)

2 The quality-control procedures are summarized in CS.
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developmental domain3 into the 13 subareas shown in

Fig. 1. These subareas, called discrete regions in this ar-

ticle, were specified on the basis of several considerations,

which include perceived geographical variations in pre-

cipitation forcing mechanisms, regional bias error in GFS

model predictors, objective and subjective PQPF per-

formance assessments, and development/application cost

of the statistical model. Among these factors, perceived

precipitation controls were primary, and they were sub-

jectively inferred mainly from finescale topography and

precipitation climatology (monthly and seasonal) maps.

The topography and precipitation climatology fields

were developed on the 4-km grid, as detailed in CS. Very

briefly, 30-arc-s terrain elevation data from the U.S.

Geological Survey were interpolated to this grid. Among

the three types of gridded precipitation climatologies

applied, one consisted of monthly mean relative fre-

quencies for multiple 6-h precipitation categories strati-

fied by the time of the day (Charba et al. 1998), another

consisted of Parameter-elevation Regressions on In-

dependent Slopes Model (PRISM) monthly mean pre-

cipitation (Daly et al. 1994), and the third consisted of

warm and cool season relative frequencies for the eight

6-h precipitation thresholds that composed the pre-

dictands (section 1). The seasonal relative frequencies

were computed at each 4-km grid point by combining

the predictand data over the four standard 6-h time

periods (to increase the sample size). Finally, spatial

smoothing was applied to each of the above gridded

topoclimatic data types such that the smallest resolved

scale was about 20 km.

To illustrate how precipitation controls were deduced

from these topoclimatic grids, Fig. 2a shows a map of the

terrain elevation and Fig. 2b shows the cool season rel-

ative frequency of 6-h precipitation $0.10 in. (a heavily

used climatology map). In the western United States,

the alignment of principal features in the relative fre-

quencies along slopes of the Coastal, Sierra, Cascade,

and Rocky Mountain ranges implies that orography is

a dominant precipitation mechanism during the cool

season. In this western area, the winding regional bound-

aries oriented roughly north south in Fig. 1 reflect the

orographic effects. Specifically, the positioning of these

boundaries along the major mountain crests aims to

separate precipitation maxima along the western (wind-

ward) slopes from the minima along eastern (lee) slopes.

This boundary positioning should act to preserve the

precipitation contrasts in statistical samples taken from

the delineated regions. Thus, these regional boundaries

are referred to as natural boundaries. In the eastern

United States, the broad precipitation frequency maxi-

mum oriented southwest–northeast in Fig. 2b suggests

that cyclonic systems, which develop east of the Rocky

Mountains and then travel northeastward, is the domi-

nant cool season precipitation mechanism. The smooth

region boundaries oriented southwest–northeast were

drawn to reflect this precipitation mechanism. The more

irregular boundary that separates regions 12 and 13

(Fig. 1) is positioned along the crest of the eastern

mountain ranges (Fig. 2a) in order to capture possible

orographic effects. Even though precipitation relative

frequency gradients along the mountain slopes there

are quite weak4 (Fig. 2b), this regional boundary is also

considered a natural boundary.

The placement of the remaining boundaries in Fig. 1

was more arbitrary, as the primary influences on precipi-

tation for their locations were believed to reside mostly at

large scales. One guide for placing these ‘‘quasi arbitrary’’

boundaries was to separate geographical areas with

large-scale latitudinal variations in the climatology of

the heavier precipitation thresholds (not shown), which

accounts for many of the east–west boundaries. Other

boundaries were positioned to separate areas that were

(a) characterized by elevated nonmountainous terrain

(regions 6 and 7), (b) located downwind of large lakes

FIG. 1. Developmental domain and ‘‘discrete’’ geographical re-

gions into which it was partitioned (region numbers are referred to

in the text).

3 The developmental domain consists of the coverage area of the

stage IV precipitation data shown in Fig. 1. All results presented in

this article pertain to this restricted coverage area. For real-time

application of the statistical model, the coverage is expanded to fill

gaps (such as the Great Lakes) and extend the perimeter beyond

the CONUS borders (CS).

4 The absence of clear evidence of orographic precipitation ef-

fects in the eastern United States in Fig. 2b could result from

comparable terrain slope enhancement (or suppression) of pre-

cipitation on both the eastern and western slopes of the mountains

there.
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(region 12), or (c) bounded by ocean coasts (regions 1,

2, 11, and 13).

It is noted that although possible geographical varia-

tions in systematic error (bias) in the GFS model output

were not directly considered in the specification of the

regions, an objective test was performed to see whether

such error was present in GFS precipitation forecasts

(the most important single PQPF predictor; CS). Specif-

ically, bias scores for GFS precipitation forecasts, aver-

aged within each of the regions in Fig. 1, were computed.

In the experiment, the GFS precipitation was first con-

verted into the eight categorical (binary) variables used

as predictands in this study. Then, the regional bias was

computed separately for each precipitation category,

FIG. 2. (a) Terrain elevation (hundreds of meters) and (b) cool season (October–March)

mean relative frequency (%) of 6-h precipitation of $0.10 in.
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each of four ‘‘day 2’’ projections (30, 36, 42, and 48 h),

and each of the two seasons over the full historical sample

(January 2001–March 2008) used in this study. We found

(results not shown) negligible variation in bias over the

regions at all precipitation thresholds during both the

warm (April–September) and cool (October–March)

seasons. This result suggests that a concerted effort to

factor GFS bias into the regions specification, at the scale

of the regions in Fig. 1, would have had little value.

Note, however, that the above finding should not be

taken to imply that geographical variations in bias in

GFS precipitation forecasts do not exist. Indeed, they

probably do exist, but not for the scale in which geo-

graphical regionalization was feasible in this study. For

instance, maps of GFS precipitation forecasts were visu-

ally inspected for many cases over the sampling period.

We found that for the western United States the smallest

spatial scales resolved in the precipitation forecasts were

substantially larger than the scales resolved in the pre-

cipitation climatology fields (which were used to define

the regions; see Figs. 1 and 2b). Over the eastern United

States the resolved scales in the GFS precipitation

forecasts were similar to the large-scale precipitation

climatology features, but the more minor small-scale

precipitation climatology variations associated with

the mountains and Great Lakes were poorly resolved

(Fig. 2b).

These findings, taken together, suggest that significant

geographical bias variations in GFS 6-h precipitation

forecasts (if they exist at all) occur on smaller scales than

those resolvable by the relatively large regions used in

this study. For instance, to resolve such small-scale bias,

a separate region would probably be needed for each

windward and lee slope of each significant mountain

chain [e.g., as incorporated into the precipitation clima-

tology mapping procedures used in Daly et al. (1994)].

Further, an endeavor to incorporate such fine re-

gionalization into MOS procedures (Carter et al. 1989)

might require building a long history of ‘‘reforecasts’’

with a frozen NWP model [see Hamill et al. (2008)].

b. Development and application of conventionally
regionalized PQPF regression equations

The standard MOS approach (Glahn and Lowry 1972)

was used for development and application of regionalized

PQPF regression equations based on the regions in Fig. 1.

The predictand consists of eight cumulative categories of

6-h precipitation ($0.01, $0.10, $0.25, $0.50, $0.75,

$1.00, $1.50, and $2.00 in.), and the predictors were

specified from GFS model output together with the to-

pography and multiple precipitation climatologies noted

in the previous subsection. The developmental sample of

paired predictor–predictand data, for a given region in

Fig. 1, was formed by combining data from all 4-km grid

points within the region over the developmental period

consisting of all days from January 2001 to March 2007.

The samples were stratified by 6-month warm (April–

September) and cool (October–March) seasons, and the

ensuing regression equations were applied to corre-

sponding independent samples from the period April

2007 to March 2008.5

The defining properties of 6-h PQPFs from these con-

ventionally regionalized regression equations are illus-

trated for a case selected from the independent sample.

Figure 3a shows a cool season example of a 36-h PQPF

of $0.10 in. valid for the 6-h period ending 0000 UTC

30 January 2008, and Fig. 3d contains the verifying quality-

controlled stage IV 6-h precipitation analysis. These

maps show that in the western United States the fine

spatial scales in the forecast and observed fields match

well. Over the eastern United States, on the other hand,

the forecast field is much smoother than the observed.

More significantly, the PQPF pattern is severely marred

by nonmeteorological discontinuities along regional

boundaries (Fig. 1), even though the PQPF field had been

smoothed with a weighted nine-point filter (Shuman

1957). The discontinuities are especially severe in

Arkansas, Indiana, and Illinois, with more minor ex-

amples in Tennessee and Pennsylvania. The absence

of such nonmeteorological discontinuities in the western

United States in this case arises mainly because most

regional boundaries in the area of high probabilities are

natural boundaries (section 2a).

The artificial PQPF discontinuities in Fig. 3a result

from independent derivation of the regression equations

among the individual regions. More specifically, they

stem from regional variations in the predictor variables

and regression coefficients (CS) as well as from regional

variations in the precipitation predictability (evidenced

by regional performance scores presented in section 5)

and the sample precipitation climatology. In fact, the

5 Note that forecast performance with an MOS application can

suffer when the driving NWP model undergoes significant

changes (Carter et al. 1989). Since the GFS underwent a number

of changes (information online at http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/

gmb/STATS/html/model_changes.html) over the relatively long

sampling period used in this study, a valid concern is whether the

changes may have substantially affected its (statistical) forecast

performance (i.e., statistical stability of the sample). As a check for

this, we computed separate domain-wide threat [same as CSI;

Schaefer (1990)] and bias scores for categorized GFS precipitation

forecasts over the first and last halves of the sampling period. The

results showed only a very slight change (improvement) in the

scores from the first half-sample to the second (not shown), which

was not cause for concern.
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notion that sample climatology was a factor is supported

by the finding that the most intense artificial disconti-

nuities in Fig. 3a appear along the large-scale spatial

gradient in precipitation relative frequencies that stretches

from central Texas to Lake Michigan (Fig. 2b). Disconti-

nuities similar to those present in this case appeared in

many other cases examined, and also with regression

equations involving variations in the regions specifi-

cation from that in Fig. 1 (not shown).6 If left untreated,

the discontinuity problem would likely undermine the

credibility of the PQPF guidance.

Of course, the discontinuity problem can be avoided

entirely with a ‘‘national equation’’ approach, whereby

a single regression equation (for a given precipitation

category and forecast projection) applies to the entire

CONUS domain. In fact, this simple approach was re-

cently applied for 3-h MOS thunderstorm probability

prediction over the CONUS with a 20-km grid (Hughes

2004), but the degree to which forecast skill may have

been sacrificed was not addressed. Thus, for compara-

tive testing against the regionalized PQPF model dis-

cussed above, we developed and applied a comparable

national model. To ensure strict comparability with the

regional counterpart, the development and application

of the national regression equations (including smoothing

applied to PQPF fields) were identical.

The smoothed 6-h PQPF field obtained with the na-

tional model corresponding to Fig. 3a is shown in Fig. 3c.

A comparison of the two PQPF fields reveals several

FIG. 3. Smoothed 36-h forecast probability (%) of $0.10 in. for the 6-h period ending 0000 UTC 30 Jan 2008 produced with the

(a) discrete regions, DRG; (b) overlapping regions, ORG; and (c) national models, NAT. (d) Quality-controlled stage IV 6-h precipitation

analysis (in.) for the valid period. [Irregular over-land white areas indicate missing data, which result from supplemental quality control of

the precipitation data performed at the NWS Meteorological Development Laboratory (CS).]

6 Also, a similar discontinuity problem appeared in the lead

author’s previous gridded regionalized statistical forecast applica-

tions involving short-range (,24 h) QPF (Charba 1998) and thun-

derstorm (Charba and Liang 2005) predictands with a (relatively

coarse) 20-km grid. As the discontinuity problem in these applica-

tions was relatively mild, it was not documented.
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notable differences, of which the most obvious is that

nonmeteorological discontinuities are not present with

the national model. On the other hand, the regional

model PQPF field exhibits enhanced pattern features,

which include higher peak values and improved sharp-

ness (probabilities are more clustered toward either 0 or

high values). Excluding the regional discontinuities, the

regional model also exhibits slightly better spatial co-

herency over the eastern United States; the noticeable

spatial incoherency with the national model in this area

may be due to inappropriate (nationally averaged) con-

tributions from high-spatial-resolution topoclimatic pre-

dictors in the underlying PQPF regression equation.

Excluding the discontinuities, the superior PQPF

properties with the regional model indicated in Fig. 3a

were evident in many similar comparisons from both

seasons and all precipitation thresholds and forecast

projections. Improved forecast performance with the

regional model over the national model was also evi-

dent from objective comparative scoring (presented in

section 5). Thus, the challenge posed for reformulating

the regional model was to mitigate the PQPF discon-

tinuities, but still retain its improved forecast perfor-

mance properties.

3. Specification of overlapping geographical
regions

The approach we took to treat the problem of the

PQPF discontinuities with the discrete regions (Fig. 1)

was to introduce overlap between neighboring regions.

The rationale behind the approach is that it would in-

troduce a measure of consistency among the regional

regression equations because of the sample sharing in

the overlap areas. The strategy used to implement the

concept was to outwardly expand the previously spec-

ified discrete region boundaries (section 2a).

Several principles were used to guide the expansion

of each discrete region. 1) The degree of the overlap

among the regions should be minimized to maximize

regional uniqueness in the regression equations. 2) The

overlap for natural boundaries should be less than that

for quasi-arbitrary boundaries to support preservation

of spatial precipitation gradients that characterize the

former. 3) Among natural boundaries, the overlap should

be inversely related to the boundary strength, where

the latter is directly related to the intensity of the spatial

gradients in the terrain elevation and precipitation rela-

tive frequencies.

An important aspect of the overlap specification for

natural boundaries (of varying strength) involved assign-

ing the overlap extent. For quasi-arbitrary boundaries, a

relatively broad, fixed overlap extent was used. For both

types of boundaries, the overlap extent was determined

largely on the basis of the appearance of the PQPF map

patterns for selected heavy precipitation cases, as varying

trial overlap specifications were found to have a negligible

impact on an objective measure of PQPF skill (described

in section 5). Thus, the specification of the overlap extent

was mostly subjectively determined, where key consider-

ations were the assurance that (a) PQPF gradients were

consistent with climatic precipitation gradients across

natural boundaries and (b) artificial PQPF gradients were

suppressed along quasi-arbitrary boundaries.

The overlap regions obtained through this empirical

process are shown in Fig. 4. Among natural boundaries

the overlap distances range from a minimum of about

20 km for the strong natural boundary separating regions

1 and 2 from 3 and 4 to 100 km for the weak natural

boundary that separates regions 12 and 13. The moderate

intensity natural boundaries that extend from western

Montana and terminate in either southern Arizona or

West Texas exhibit overlap in the 30–50-km range. These

relatively narrow overlaps contrast strongly with the broad

overlap bands for the quasi-arbitrary boundaries, where

the overlap averaged 150 km. [The region overlap was

specified manually with the aid of a geographical infor-

mation system (GIS) software package. The overlapping

region boundaries were drawn with a mouse on a geo-

graphical background map, and then the grid points fall-

ing inside each overlapping region (GIS shapefile) were

extracted. Thus, it is convenient to express the overlap in

terms of map distances rather than, say, by the number of

grid points.]

A noteworthy aspect of the overlapping regions is the

‘‘overlap level,’’ which, for a given location, is the number

FIG. 4. Overlapping regions, with discrete regional boundaries

(light red lines) and region numbers superimposed. With trans-

parent shading used to show the overlap of neighboring regions, the

full extent of an overlap region is the nonoverlapping core plus the

overlap along the periphery.
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of regions that share the overlap. Examination of Fig. 4

reveals that most of the overlap zones are common to just

two regions (‘‘level 2’’ overlap). The opposite extreme

consists of level 4 overlap (involving regions 6, 7, 9, and

10), which appears in a small area in central Nebraska.

The discrete and overlap regions shown in Figs. 1 and

4, respectively, apply to the cool season since they were

specified with cool season precipitation considerations.

The specification of the overlap for the warm season

regions was performed independently, since we recog-

nized that warm season precipitation mechanisms in

some areas of the CONUS are different than those for

the cool season. For example, the predominant effect of

mountains was assumed to change from orographic in

the cool season to thermodynamic in the warm season.

Nevertheless, the regions that emerged were so similar

to those for the cool season that separate sets were not

justifiable. Thus, the regions described here were used

for both the warm and cool season development of the

PQPF model.

4. Application of the overlapping-regions
regression equations

The development of PQPF regression equations based

on the overlapping regions was identical to that for the

discrete regions, except that the developmental samples

were now formed from the expanded regions. As with the

discrete regions, the sample for an overlap region was

formed by pooling paired predictor–predictand data

from all 4-km grid points falling within it. Otherwise,

the development of the overlapping-regions regression

equations was identical to that for the discrete regions.

The application of the overlapping-regions equations

was also identical to that for discrete regions; that is, an

equation was evaluated at each 4-km grid point within

the applicable overlapping region. As this process is re-

peated for each overlapping region, a single PQPF value

appears at the nonoverlap grid points and multiple

PQPFs appear in overlap zones. Then, for a grid point

in an overlap zone, the final PQPF (F) was computed as

a weighted average of the multiple forecasts according to

F 5�
n

i51
w

i
F

i
, (1)

where wi is the weight for region i, Fi is the corre-

sponding PQPF value, and n is the number of regional

PQPFs (two to four) at the point. Thus, to apply (1),

suitable weight constant(s) at each grid point first had to

be specified.

The weight value for an overlap point for a given re-

gion was defined to be directly proportional to the

distance of the point to the closest (overlap) ‘‘internal

boundary’’ for the region. The internal boundary is de-

fined as that portion of the overall boundary perimeter

that falls within the area of a neighboring region. For

example, the weights w1 and w2 for a point overlapped

by two regions (Fig. 5) are defined as

w
1
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d
1

d
1
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2
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w
2

5
d

2

d
1
1 d

2

, (3)

where d1 (d2) is the closest distance to the internal

boundary for region 1 (region 2). Note that

w
1
1 w

2
5 1.

The weight specification is generalized for the case

where the point is overlapped by n regions as

w
i
5

d
i

�
n

i51
d

i

, (4)

where wi and di are defined for region i as before and

�
n

i51
w

i
5 1.

FIG. 5. Schematic of two overlapping regions (1 and 2). For a

point within the overlap area, d1 (d2) is the closest distance of the

point to the internal boundary of region 1 (region 2).
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The weights were computed on the basis of (4) with

a computer program. The data ingested into the program

consisted of the grid locations for three sets of 4-km grid

points: (a) all points in the CONUS domain (Fig. 1), (b)

all points within each overlapping region, and (c) the

internal boundary points for each overlapping region

(Fig. 4). In a single run, the weight value for each grid

point (overlap or otherwise) in each overlapping region

was computed, and each regional weight field was stored

for subsequent usage.

For illustration, the weight field for region 7 (Fig. 4) is

shown in Fig. 6. Note that the weight values feature a

‘‘plateau’’ with a constant 1.0 value for the nonoverlapping

portion of the region (Fig. 4), and, within overlap zones,

the weights decrease smoothly to 0.0 at the regional pe-

rimeter. Note also that the weight gradient is much steeper

along the western natural boundary than it is along the

southern and eastern quasi-arbitrary boundaries. Finally,

recall that region 7 was one of four regions that compose

the level 4 overlap in central Nebraska (Fig. 4). The four

weight values for a point denoted ‘‘X’’ in Fig. 6 are 0.059

for region 6, 0.450 for region 7, 0.236 for region 9, and

0.255 for region 10.

A noteworthy feature within the superimposed rect-

angle in Fig. 6 is a small perturbation in the weight field

gradient where the weights have a fixed value of 0.5. The

problem occurred because the overlap (internal) bound-

ary for region 7 in this area is shared with the internal

boundary for neighboring region 6 (Fig. 4). The shared

boundary results in identical values for d1 and d2 in Fig. 5

and, thus, a 0.5 weight for both regions. This problem

occurred in all regions where a narrow overlap zone

(involving natural boundaries) intersected a wide overlap

zone (involving quasi-arbitrary boundaries). Note that

these ‘‘special overlap’’ intersections arose for regions 1,

2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 along a west-to-east band from northeast

California to northern Colorado (Fig. 4). As for region 7,

the perturbation in the weight field was small in each

affected region. Thus, the problem did not have a sig-

nificant negative impact on the ensuing PQPF fields,

and its presence could have been ignored. On the other

hand, since grid-editing software (Wier et al. 1998) was

conveniently available, we chose to remove the minor

perturbations manually, and then renormalized the edited

weights by applying a computer program written for that

purpose. For region 7, the edited, normalized weight field

for the perturbed area is shown in the inset of Fig. 6.

After developing the regional weighting technique

described here, the authors discovered that Hamill and

Whitaker (2006b) used a very similar concept to formu-

late a special grid smoothing procedure for PQPFs pro-

duced with a reforecast analog model. While Hamill

and Whitakers’s application was also designed to remove

artificial discontinuities along boundaries of PQPF sub-

grids and the weighting concept was similar to that un-

derlying the application here, the specifics of the two

methods differ in several respects.

5. Forecast performance with the
overlapping-regions model

Regionally composited 6-h PQPFs were obtained by

applying the overlapping-region regression equations

and weighting procedure (ORG), described in the

previous section, to warm and cool season independent

samples noted in section 2b. For the example case

discussed in section 3, the PQPF field obtained with the

ORG model is shown in Fig. 3b. Comparing this figure

with Fig. 3a, which contains the corresponding PQPF

field obtained with the discrete regions model (DRG),

we see that the artificial regional discontinuities have

been eradicated. Otherwise, the two PQPF fields are

remarkably similar. This gratifying finding was re-

peated in each of many other case comparisons that

included both seasons, all forecast projections, and all

precipitation thresholds.

The effectiveness of the ORG model in preventing

artificial PQPF discontinuities was also examined objec-

tively. In limited tests, the relative frequency distribution

of the magnitude of the spatial probability gradient

along common discrete regional boundaries (Fig. 4) was

compared for ORG and DRG model PQPFs. The dis-

crete regional boundaries from the Continental Divide

FIG. 6. Weight field for region 7. The weights outside the region

have 0.0 values, and those within the rectangle (white lines) contain

a small spurious feature, which is removed through manual editing

in the inset (top right). For point ‘‘X,’’ the four ‘‘level 4’’ weight

values are noted in the text.
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westward were excluded in the comparative tests because

true and artificial spatial PQPF gradients in this rugged

mountainous region had very similar magnitudes.

Figure 7 shows probability gradient distributions for

36-h PQPFs for the $0.10-in. exceedance threshold, the

1200 UTC cycle, and the developmental sample con-

sisting of all cool season days from 1 October 2001 to

31 March 2009 [1267 days (grids)]. Weak probability

gradient magnitudes (,1%) were excluded from the

relative frequency analyses as they are not relevant to the

investigation. Also, in the case of the DRG model, two

plots (with and without grid smoothing of the PQPF

grids) are included to show that the grid smoothing

(which was the same for DRG and ORG) had a relatively

small impact on the frequency distributions. Note that

the PQPF gradient distribution with the ORG model is

strikingly different than that for the DRG model. In

particular, only 0.21% of the PQPF gradient magnitudes

(which appeared in only 12 of the 1267 grids) for ORG

exceeded the arbitrary 3.5% breakpoint shown in Fig. 7,

whereas 25.12% (which appeared in 597 grids) exceeded

this breakpoint for DRG. These results support the claim

made earlier that the regions-overlap and forecast-

weighting techniques were effective at preventing artifi-

cial discontinuities wherever they occurred with the

discrete regions model.

As noted earlier in this section, subjective examina-

tion of many cases indicated the prevention of PQPF

discontinuities with the ORG model was accomplished

without significantly modifying the ‘‘true’’ PQPF field

(as exemplified in Fig. 3). This assessment was tested

objectively on the basis of comparative PQPF perfor-

mance scoring of ORG and DRG for full season in-

dependent samples. The performance measure was Brier

score (Brier 1950; Wilks 1995) improvement on clima-

tology (Brier skill score), where seasonal relative fre-

quencies for the various predictand categories (described

in section 2a) were used as the climatology surrogate.7 As

in Hamill and Whitaker (2006b), the Brier skill score for

the grid area of concern was computed by summing the

squared forecast error over all grid points in the area.

While Hamill and Juras (2006a) point out that this com-

putational procedure should overestimate the true Brier

skill score for the area, head-to-head skill comparisons

for PQPFs with similar statistical properties (the case

here) should still be valid.

An example of the forecast skill comparisons is shown

in Fig. 8a, which shows Brier skill scores for 6-h proba-

bilities of multiple precipitation thresholds averaged over

the full CONUS domain for the 30-, 36-, 42-, and 48-h

projections (day 2) from the 1200 UTC model cycle. The

scores are based on a cool season independent sample

consisting of all days from the period 1 October 2007 to

31 March 2008. Figure 8a shows that the skill scores for

ORG were at least as high as those with DRG for each

precipitation threshold for the day 2 forecast lead time.

Further, this result was true of any ‘‘day’’ of the full

3.5-day forecast period (see the introduction) and also

the warm season (not shown). This finding indicates the

removal of the artificial discontinuities was achieved

without compromising forecast skill.

Recall (from section 2b) that the national approach

(NAT) appears to be an acceptable alternative to the re-

gionalized models for producing the gridded 6-h PQPFs.

To examine its competitiveness with the regional models,

comparative Brier skill scores for NAT are included in

Fig. 8a. We see that the NAT skill scores are lower than

those for ORG (and DRG), especially for the lighter

precipitation thresholds, where event occurrences are

more frequent.

To examine the comparative performance of ORG

and NAT on a regional basis, Fig. 8b shows the day 2

skill scores, partitioned by the 13 discrete regions (Fig. 1),

for the $0.25-in. precipitation threshold. (Corresponding

regional scores for the DRG model were excluded from

FIG. 7. Relative frequency of 6-h PQPF gradient magnitude

(percent per 4-km grid interval) along discrete region boundaries

east of the Continental Divide. The PQPFs are for the $0.10-in.

exceedance threshold, 36-h forecast projection, 1200 UTC cycle,

and eight full cool seasons. Probability gradient magnitudes less

than one percent per grid interval were excluded from the sam-

ples; the 3.5% breakpoint is discussed in the text. DRG (NOSM)

refers to discrete regions without probability smoothing.

7 The monthly relative frequencies of 6-h precipitation noted in

section 2a were also considered as a climatology surrogate. While

these data provided a slightly better benchmark of the true cli-

matology (they vary within a season and by time of the day, though

their spatial resolution is weaker), these monthly relative frequen-

cies were not available for the $0.01-in. precipitation threshold.

Thus, we used the seasonal relative frequencies, as they were avail-

able for all precipitation thresholds.
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Fig. 8b because they were essentially the same as those

for the ORG model, as indicated in Fig. 8a.) We find that

for regions 1–5, which span the rugged mountainous

western United States (Figs. 1 and 2a), the skill supe-

riority of ORG was substantial. For the East (regions

8–13), on the other hand, the improvement of ORG on

NAT was substantially less. Finally, for the high plains

(regions 6 and 7), where much of the stage IV pre-

cipitation data were discarded because of the poor quality

there (Fig. 3d), comparative skill with two methods was

mixed.

Various properties of probability forecasts can be elu-

cidated in probability reliability diagrams (Wilks 1995).

Figure 9a contains reliability plots for 36-h probabilities

of $0.25 and $1.00 in. with ORG and NAT for the full

CONUS domain; Fig. 9b shows the number of cases

corresponding to the plotted points. For $0.25 in., Fig. 9a

shows that the ORG probabilities are slightly more

reliable (most points are slightly closer to the perfect

reliability line) than those for NAT. The corresponding

comparison for $1.00 in. shows ORG with improved

reliability and sharpness (peak probabilities are closer

to 100%). Figure 9b shows that the sharpness with ORG

was relatively strong for the $1.00-in. threshold, as peak

probabilities for ORG fall in the 65%–75% interval

versus the 45%–55% interval for NAT.

The reliability and probability distribution compari-

son for ORG and NAT is repeated for a very dry region

(region 5) and a very wet region (region 1) in Figs. 9c and

9d. Here, we see improved reliability and sharpness for

ORG over NAT for both $0.25 and $1.00 in. As for

the full CONUS domain, the improved sharpness with

ORG is stronger for the heavier precipitation threshold.

These findings are consistent with ORG’s substantial

improvement in skill over NAT for these western re-

gions, as shown in Fig. 8b.

It is noted that the reliability levels (in an absolute

sense) of the ORG and NAT PQPFs in Figs. 9a and 9c

are not particularly good. For instance, most of the up-

per probabilities showed a low bias, especially for the

two western regions (Fig. 9c). This may be due to several

factors, which include (a) the possible dissimilarity of

statistical properties of the single season test sample to

the multiseason developmental sample, (b) the inherent

difficulty of estimating probabilities for such heavy pre-

cipitation amounts in a short (6 h) period, and (c) the

possible interseasonal drift in the statistical properties of

the samples over the span of the developmental and test

periods. Recall that the test sample constituted the most

recent season of the overall historical period.

6. Discussion

Forecast performance scores presented in the previous

section indicate the ORG model was superior to the

nonregionalized NAT model, especially in the moun-

tainous western United States. From sections 3 and 4,

on the other hand, we saw that extensive effort was

expended to obtain ‘‘seamless’’ PQPF patterns over re-

gional boundaries with the ORG approach. Also, the

specification of the discrete and overlapping regions in-

volved substantial experimentation. Further, the strong

contrast in overlap for natural and quasi-arbitrary

boundaries resulted in an artifact in the computed weights,

which required manual removal. Thus, a question one may

ask is: to what degree would the ORG PQPFs be degraded

with reduced precision in the regions specification? In

this section the question is addressed through sensi-

tivity experiments carried out with ‘‘trimmed’’ versions

of the ORG model.

The experiments were performed for the western

United States in the area comprising regions 1–4 (Fig. 1),

where the effort expended to define the discrete and

FIG. 8. Brier skill score (%) for 6-h PQPFs (a) over the CONUS

domain with three models and (b) for individual regions at $0.25 in.

with two models. The (cool season) scores are averaged over the 30-,

36-, 42-, and 48-h projections (day 2) from the 1200 UTC model

cycle.
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overlap regions was greater than elsewhere (Fig. 4). In

an experiment denoted ‘‘NO-RG,’’ the four discrete re-

gions were combined into one large region; the aim was

to assess the (presumed) PQPF performance degradation

that results from coarsening the regionalization in the

ORG model in this western area. In another experiment,

NO-TC, the original regionalization was retained, but all

predictors involving the finescale topography and pre-

cipitation climatologies (TC) were excluded from the

regression equation derivation. This experiment was in-

tended to assess the degradation due solely to removal of

the TC predictors. Finally, the experiment NO-RG-TC

was designed to assess the degradation when the region-

alization was coarsened and the TC predictors were

withheld in the equation derivation.

For the example case used in this study, the PQPF

fields for the western United States obtained with ORG

and the three modified versions are shown in Fig. 10.

Note that the PQPF field for NO-RG is quite similar

that for ORG. On the other hand, the PQPF fields for

NO-TC and NO-RG-TC exhibit a striking loss in spatial

resolution. Also, the excessive spatial gradient in the

probabilities along the Sierra–Cascade region (natural)

boundary (Fig. 1) with the NO-TC model is unrealistic.

It occurs because the boundary overlap there is very

narrow (Fig. 4). (With no boundary overlap, the result

would have been a discontinuity along a natural bound-

ary!) These findings indicate that topoclimatic predictors

had a central role in controlling the spatial gradients

in the western United States, while the regionalization

played a relatively small role. In fact, these predictors

were also responsible for the fine spatial detail over the

western United States that appeared even with the non-

regionalized NAT model (Fig. 3c).

The comparative skill with the four models over the

West for the four day 2 projections, based on the cool

season independent sample noted in the previous section,

is shown in Fig. 11. The relative skill among the ORG,

NO-RG, and NO-TC models indicates the reduction in

skill due to deregionalizing this area is fairly small, while

the skill degradation stemming from removal of the

topoclimatic predictors is large. Note also that the

FIG. 9. Reliability of 36-h PQPFs of $0.25 and $1.00 in. with the ORG and NAT models for (a) the CONUS domain and (c) regions

1 and 5 (perfect reliability is indicated by the straight diagonal line). The abscissa values in these plots are mean probabilities within the

(unequally spaced) intervals. The numbers of cases within the probability intervals in (a) and (c) are shown in (b) and (d), respectively

(note the logarithmic ordinate scale). The models, regions, and precipitation thresholds (in.) are indicated in the legends.
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FIG. 10. Smoothed 36-h forecast probability (%) of $0.10 in. for the 6-h period ending

0000 UTC 30 Jan 2008 produced with four models over the western United States (composite

of regions 1–4; see Fig. 1). The model abbreviations are ORG, overlapping regions; NO-RG,

no regionalization; NO-TC, no topoclimatic predictors; and NO-RG-TC, no regionalization

and no topoclimatic predictors.
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reduction in skill due to deregionalization is greater

when the topoclimatic predictors are not used than when

they are included.

These findings, as well as those from the reliability dia-

grams in Fig. 9, indicate the primary role of the regional-

ization appears to be the enhancement of the calibration

and sharpness of the probabilities. Spatial detail in the

PQPFs, on the other hand, is largely controlled by the

topoclimatic predictors, at least in areas of rugged moun-

tainous terrain. This implies the precise specification of the

regions was not critical to the quality of the precipitation

probabilities. Still, the central findings in this study are that

model regionalization improved the quality of the PQPFs,

and that the regions-overlap and forecast-weighting tech-

niques described herein effectively prevented artificial

PQPF discontinuities along regional boundaries that would

otherwise occur.

7. Summary and comments

In this study, we developed a method to treat the

problem of nonmeteorological discontinuities in fine-

grid 6-h probability forecasts of quantitative precipitation

that appeared at boundaries of a conventionally re-

gionalized MOS model. The treatment involved mod-

ifying the regionalization, whereby slight areal overlap

among the regions was introduced by expanding the

original nonoverlapping regions. The degree of overlap

prescribed for a given region boundary varied depending

on its meteorological significance. For a boundary where

climatic precipitation contrasts across it were strong

(weak), the overlap was relatively small (large). This

principle supports strong spatial gradients in the pre-

cipitation probability forecasts along meteorologically

significant (natural) regional boundaries and deters arti-

ficial gradients along insignificant regional boundaries.

With the adoption of the overlapping regions’ tech-

nique, development of the prediction model followed the

conventional regionalized MOS method. However, its

application required blending multiple probability fore-

casts in the overlap zones, which was accomplished by

weighting them with predetermined weighting constants.

A weight constant for a point was directly related to its

distance to the closest associated region boundary, and

the sum of the multiple weights equals 1.0.

Subjective and objective forecast performance exami-

nations with the overlapping regions model showed 1)

that artificial discontinuities with the nonoverlapping

regions model were eradicated, 2) the forecast skill was

comparable to that for the latter model, and 3) the fore-

cast performance properties were better than those for

a nonregionalized model, especially in the mountainous

western United States where many of the regional

boundaries were natural boundaries.

While the overlapping regions technique to date has

been applied only for QPF, the method may be appli-

cable to other weather elements. Of course, the benefits

achieved for another weather element will likely depend

on the degree to which the regional overlap is customized

to that element. In the present application the custom-

ization involved substantial experimentation, but sub-

sequent sensitivity experiments indicated the quality of

the forecasts was only weakly degraded when the re-

gionalization was coarsened.

The technique used for weighting the multiple fore-

casts in region overlap zones was found to be robust for

regions with assorted shapes and varying degrees of

overlap. While a small perturbation in the weight field

appeared for a unique overlap configuration, the flaw

was not significant. Thus, the technique may have general

applicability. In fact, the simple region-overlap and

forecast weighting techniques described in this article

may be applicable to the general problem of compos-

iting local fine-mesh grids of data to form seamless map

patterns in broad-area mosaics. A topic for future re-

search is to test this notion on the basis of simulated local

grids of varying shape and degrees of area overlap.

It is noted that a questionable aspect of the region-

alization was subjectivity in the procedures used to

specify the regions. The formulation of sound objective

tools for specifying the overlapping and nonoverlapping

regions should enhance future applications of the tech-

nique. An objective tool with potential merit involves

computing performance scores at the individual grid

points for forecasts from either a nonregionalized MOS

model or from the NWP model used to drive the

MOS model. Regardless of the scoring procedure, the

FIG. 11. Brier skill score (%) for 6-h PQPFs with four models over

the western United States (composite of regions 1–4; see Fig. 1)

averaged over the 30-, 36-, 42-, and 48-h projections (day 2) from

the 1200 UTC model cycle.
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development of an objective technique to use such scor-

ing grids to define regions suitable for gridded statistical

forecast applications constitutes a formidable challenge.

Finally, we note that the 6-h PQPFs and other pre-

cipitation products derived from them have been pro-

duced in a real-time experimental mode from June 2008

to the present. The forecasts have been produced twice

daily for projections in the 12–84-h range, but since April

2009 the forecasts have been extended to 192 h. Presently,

the operational prototype QPF products are being evalu-

ated; full operational deployment is expected in 2011.
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